Abstract. The Bilevel Knapsack Problem (BKP) is a hierarchical optimization problem in which the feasible set is determined by the set of optimal solutions of parametric Knapsack Problem. In this paper, we propose two stages exact method for solving the BKP. In the first stage, a dynamic programming algorithm is used to compute the set of reactions of the follower. The second stage consists in solving an integer program reformulation of BKP. We show that the integer program reformulation is equivalent to the BKP. Numerical results show the efficiency of our method compared with those obtained by the algorithm of Moore and Bard.
Introduction
The Bilevel Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (BKP) is a hierarchical optimization problem in which the feasible set is determined by the set of optimal solutions of parametric Knapsack Problem (KP). The BKP can be formulated as follows: ) are integers. We assume that the coefficients of the vectors a 1 and a 2 and the second member b are positives integers. Vector x (resp. y) of dimension n 1 (resp. n 2 ) represents the leader variables (resp. the follower). The function f 1 (x, y) (resp. f 2 (y)) corresponds to the objective of the leader (resp. follower).
Bilevel programs have been the subject of extensive study both from a theoretical and a practical point of view (see [3] , [6] for example). Several methods were proposed to solve linear bilevel problems with or without integer variables [4] . The particular structure of the bilevel knapsack problem with a continuous leader variable was studied by [5] and [1] . The main difficulties are due to the nonconvexity of its feasible region, which may result in an exponential number of local optima [2] . The nature of variables of bilevel mixed integer programming problem influences directly the existence of optimal solution. For example, bilevel mixed integer programming problems may not admit an optimal solution if there are continuous leader variables and integer variables for the follower [4] . In this paper, we propose an exact method for BKP which is decomposed into two phases. In the first one the dynamic programming algorithm is used to determine all possible reactions of the follower. In the second phase the result of the dynamic programming phase is used to provide an equivalent reformulation of BKP as an integer linear program. Then this integer linear problem is solved by a branch-and-bound algorithm.
Dynamic programming
In this phase, we consider only the integer knapsack problem of the follower by ignoring the resources a 1 x consumed by the leader:
The dynamic programming (DP) is a fundamental technique for solving optimization problems. The DP is also suitable if we want to solve the knapsack problem KP for all capacities 0, ..., b. This is our goal in this phase since we try to obtain the set of the feasible solutions of the follower problem. Formally, the DP approach [7] consists to break down the problem KP in terms of its sub-problems for k = 1, ..., n 2 and β = 0, ..., b:
The recurrence rules for computing f 2 k (β) are:
for k = 2, ..., n 2 and β = 0, ..., b, where u j is an upper bound of the variable y j .
Integer programming reformulation of the BKP
The goal of the second phase is to reformulate the BKP problem as a linear integer program using the information resulted from the dynamic programming algorithm. To achieve this, we will link the leader action with the compatible reaction of the follower by respecting the optimality of the follower problem. More precisely, we propose to define explicitly a set of follower reactions for fixed x in order to replace the follower optimization problem by the convex hull of these reactions. The follower's rational reaction set for fixed x, is
To construct the follower's rational reaction set for fixed x, P (x) we first compute the sensitivity intervals of the follower reactions, y, respecting the leader action. These sensitivity intervals are determined by the bounds of each interval s l , which can be generated by the following rules:
)} is the number of intervals. The Inducible Region (IR), or the field on which the leader optimizes,
From the definition of the inducible region of the bilevel knapsack problem IR(BKP ), the BKP is equivalent to the following optimization problem:
Finally, the BKP can be reformulated as the following integer program:
For each fixed leader decision x, we should seek for the unique sensitivity interval [s interval. The reaction of the follower y must be feasible for the leader constraints (3.2) and the follower constraints (3.3). The choice constraint (3.6) expresses that for each leader decision, only a unique sensitivity interval has to be chosen. The constraints (3.4) and (3.5) ensure that the accurate interval chosen corresponds to the optimal value of the follower problem. In other words the selected interval must be compatible with the leader decision x. The integer program M IP (BKP ) can now be solved exactly (if possible) using an exact algorithm. In our experiments this model is solved by the "Branch-and-Bound" of CPLEX software.
Computational experiments
In this section, we present initially a comparative study between the proposed algorithm called DBKP (Dynamic Programming for the BKP) and that of Moore and Bard (1990) [8] . Algorithms were developed in C++ language and by using the solver CPLEX 11.1. The tests were carried out on a computer based on a processor Xeon 5160 of capacity 3 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. Test cases are generated randomly by varying the number of variables (n 1 , n 2 ) and the number of leader constraints. The generation of the follower data was carried out by generator for the Knapsack problems according to a non correlated degree of correlation. We consider that the maximal size of the coefficients is 1000. Note that all the variables of the problem are limited by the value 10. The results shown in Table 1 The significant execution times of the algorithm MB can be justified by the fact that problems which have to be solved at each node are NP-Hard. Moreover, the upper bound provided at each node is not strong. Consequently, the number of nodes traversed by the branch and bound increases very quickly with the size of the test cases. The DBKP algorithm is very effective to solve all the est cases of Table 1 . The application of the dynamic programming on the problem of second level with maximum 30 variables is instantaneous. Note that our algorithm solves one mixed linear program where the MB algorithm solves several mixed linear programs at each node.
Conclusion
We proposed a new exact approach to solve the Bilevel Knapsack problem in which the leader controls a set of integer variables and the follower solves an integer parameterized knapsack problem. Our method is decomposed into two phases: the first phase is based on the dynamic programming, in which the recurrence rules take into account only the follower problem. Consequently, in the second phase we reformulated BKP problem as a linear integer program. Our numerical experiments showed that our algorithm is significantly more powerful than the algorithms proposed in the literature, Moore and Bard [8] . 
